
 

Monday 22nd February 

Year 3 

admin.bowmandale@northlincs.gov.uk      Twitter  @BowmandalePS 

We hope you’ve all had a restful half term and are ready to start your Home Learning again. 

 

Shared Reading 

Today we would like you to spend 30 minutes on Reading Plus. Remember to read each text 

carefully and to use the re-reads if you need to when you are answering questions. Don’t forget 

that there are also vocabulary questions that you can try too. Remember there are 5 

assignments to do each week so you need to try and aim to do one every day.  

English 

Today you will be reading a newspaper report and answering some questions about what you have 

read.  Read the newspaper report, ‘Back to earth with a bump 22.2.21’, and answer the questions 

on the two star sheet.  If you are finding it tricky, try the one star sheet.  If you would like a 

challenge, try the three star sheet.  You will need to read the text that has the same number of 

stars on it as the question sheet you are planning to work on.  The answers to all of the sheets 

are in the pdf so that you can check your work.  

 

Maths 

 

Today you are going to be looking at money (pounds and pence). Watch the video at 

https://vimeo.com/497345587 . Answer the first 4 questions as your starter questions. Watch 

the remainder of the video and complete any activities when asked. Work through the questions 

on the ‘Y3 maths 22.02.21’. The answers are on the sheet ‘Y3 maths answers 22.02.21.’ After, 

try to answer the ‘Y3 maths problems 22.02.21’. The answers are on the sheet Y3 maths problem 

answers 22.02.21.’ 

 

 

Project 

This week we are looking at tsunamis. Go through the ‘Project Tsunamis 22.2.21’ document which 

explains what tsunamis are, how they are formed and where they have happened in the world.  

Watch the following videos: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wx9vPv-T51I 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oMhVHM6WwWQ (This video is all about the 2004 South 

East Asia/Boxing Day tsunami) 
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All the tasks are on the document entitled ‘Project Tasks 22.2.21’ for you to work through.  

 

Take care,  

Mrs Noble and Mr Mathew 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


